
Gallup Engagement Survey 2017 – 
Navigation Instructions 
Initial Navigation 

If you do not have a Power BI License, follow the instructions found at this link to gain access.  If you run 

into any technical issues accessing the report, please contact the Knowledge Management Group. 

Navigate the Report 

After you follow the link to the report, simply click on the UNT Health Science Center logo, to go to the 

“Department Level Hierarchy” screen to find your level. 

 

  

Click the logo to go to the report 

https://insite.unthsc.edu/reporting/activation
mailto:itsdataanalytics@myunt.onmicrosoft.com?subject=Gallup%20Power%20BI%20License


If you select a different visualization and it takes you to a screen other than the one below,  

 

simply click on the “Department Level Hierarchy” tab at the bottom of the page that opened to get to 

the hierarchy screen. 

 

Find your Department/Level 

To find your Level, using your browser’s Find option (In Windows – Ctrl + f; In Mac – Cmd + f), type in the 

first few letters of your department name.  This will highlight the available departments in the hierarchy 

page.  Make note of the Level in the column header, and navigate to your level to view your report. 



 

Step by Step Navigation Example 

1. Locate your department name in the Department Level Hierarchy page (i.e. the main report 

page) – In this example, we will look for “Facilities Admin – Emerson” 

2. Staying in that column, scroll to the top of the page to identify your Level number (in our 

example, Level 5) 

 

 

3. Locate the tab at the bottom of your screen with the same name is your Level and select it 

4. Once you go to your Level, on the left locate your department name in the list, and click the box 

next to your name to filter the report to your department 



 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Why do I not see my department in the list? 

To protect the confidentiality of participants, the report consists of only those departments that 

had 10 or more respondents.  Departments with fewer than 10 respondents will need to use the 

results from the next most relevant level.  

2. Since my department has fewer than 10 respondents, how am I to know what report to 

look at? 

You will need to locate the department head’s next level up leader.  For example, the 

Knowledge Management team had 6 respondents, so searching for Knowledge Management in 

the Department Level Hierarchy page will return no results.  As such, we must go one level up to 

find the Office of the CIO – Dungan, and view the Level 4 report, which includes Knowledge 

Management among the respondents.  



 

3. What is the Net Promoter Score, and what does it tell me? 

The Net Score is a customer/employee feedback tool. Participants are asked to respond to a 

single question on an 11-point scale (0-10) with “0” being “not at all likely” and “10” being 

“extremely likely.” The index ranges from -100 to 100. An NPS score above “0” is good.  A score 

of “50” or above is excellent. A score of “70” or above is world class. 

a. Detractors - Are those who give a score from 0 to 6. They are not particularly thrilled 

with all components of the UNT System and are likely to make negative comments. 

b. Passive - Are those who give a score of 7 or 8. They are somewhat satisfied but not 

enthusiastic to the point of promoting the organization. 

c. Promoters - Are those who give a score of 9 or 10. They are the enthusiastic participants 

who would recommend all components of the UNT System to a colleague or friend as a 

great place to work. 

 



4. What do the columns in the table represent? 

a. Mean – Is the Current Mean for the Question ID.  It is an average of the scores received 

on the individual Q12 item. It shows the average item score using the 5-point survey 

scale, with 5.00 being the highest score and 1.00 being the lowest. 

b. Size – Is the number of Respondents for the Question ID.  It is the total number of 

employees who responded to the indicated Q12 queson.  Depending on survey 

participation, the number of respondents on your report may not match the total 

number of employees on your team. Remember, employees are not required to answer 

all survey items for their responses to count; however, an employee must answer at 

least one item to be counted toward the total number of respondents. 

c. Gallup percentile – Represents the mean percentile ranking for the Question ID 

compared to the Gallup overall database. 

 

5. What does the Frequency Distribution visual represent? 

This breaks down the number of responses by percentage across the 5-point survey scale, with 

5.00 being the highest score and 1.00 being the lowest.   

 

 


